BY T H E N U M B E R S
Learn more about The Greenbrier by visiting the website Greenbrier.com,
or by following America’s Resort™ on social media.
Follow The Greenbrier on Facebook at The Greenbrier,
on Twitter at @the_greenbrier or on Instagram at the_greenbrier.

250

“America’s Resort™” is approaching its 250th
birthday, dating back to 1778, when guests first
came to White Sulphur Springs to “take the waters”
of the mineral sulphur springs that run through the
property.

11,000

The sprawling property of The Greenbrier is made up
of 11,000 acres.

710

A total of 710 Signature Resort Rooms, Classic and
Historic Suites, Legacy Cottages and Estate Homes
give guests endless rooming possibilities.

55

More than 55 indoor and outdoor activities are
available to enjoy with some of the most popular
including bowling, fishing, falconry, off-road driving,
tennis and golf.

200,000

Starting with the 16,128-square-foot Colonial Hall,
The Greenbrier features more than 200,000 square
feet of event space, with both indoor and outdoor
venues.

35

The Greenbrier Retail Collection is comprised of 35
boutiques and shops, including handmade crafts at
the Art Colony Shops.

40,000

The Greenbrier’s full service, 40,000 square foot
mineral spa with 40 treatment rooms is one of the
world’s most luxurious.

20

The Greenbrier Dining Collection includes 20
restaurants, cafes and lounges, serving awardwinning cuisine prepared by internationally
renowned chefs.

1913
1948

The historic Main Dining Room has been serving
breakfast and dinner since 1913.
The Greenbrier Clinic has been
preventative medicine since 1948.

practicing

1914

The first 18-hole golf course, Old White, debuted
at The Greenbrier in 1914. The CB Macdonald
masterpiece has hosted some of the biggest
names in golf, as well as presidents, dignitaries and
celebrities.

4

In total, four golf courses are available to guests,
including The Old White, a newly redesigned
Meadows Course, The Greenbrier Course, which
hosted the 1979 Ryder Cup, and The Ashford Short
Course, a 9-hole, par 3 walking course that opened
in 2018.

320

America’s only private casino, The Casino Club at
The Greenbrier, features 320 state-of-the-art slot
machines, as well as 35 table games and sports
wagering at the FanDuel Sportsbook.

112,544

Built deep into the hillside, a 112,544-square-foot
secret fallout shelter was completed in 1961 to house
members of the U.S. Congress in the event of a
nuclear attack. Decommisioned in 1995, the bunker
is now open for daily guest tours.

700

More than 700 daily direct flights are availably
annually to nearby Greenbrier Valley Airport (LWB)
on United out of two major airports, Washington, D.C.
(Dulles) and Chicago (O’Hare). Airports in Roanoke,
Va. (ROA) and Charleston, WV (CRW) also service
America’s Resort™.

